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Changes in this Release 

IntergrumNow Features & Enhancements 

Mobile 

 

S. No ID Description Fix Version 

1 INTSUP-154 New enhancement providing the option for users to input the 
number range from 1-200 in the text/number fields. 

v2.3 

 

Error Corrections 
 

S. No ID Description Fix Version 

1 INTSUP-1 Resolves issue with the user unable to login IntergrumNow 
application. The user gets stuck at the login page after clicking 
login button.  

v2.3 

2 INTSUP-43 Resolves the issue where the application has to be changed to light 
mode from dark mode to view the details entered in the text field. 
This has now been fixed. The user is now able to view the details 
entered in the text field while the application is in dark mode. 

v2.3 

3 INTSUP-52 Resolves an issue where the mobile application is unable to 
populate 'Services Provided' dropdown based on Parent Company 
dropdown.  

v2.3 

4 INTSUP-102 Resolves an issue where the user is unable to sync the drafts from 
android application to web.  

v2.3 

5 INTSUP-125 Resolves the issue of submitted forms which are not being 
synched to web and the user also gets locked out from the web 
application.  

v2.3 

6 INTSUP-134 Resolves the issue with the smart form where the user needs to fill 
the details again from the beginning as the application takes the 
user back to home screen after closing the form. 

v2.3 

7 INTSUP-140 Resolves an issue of color contrast in the Synched Forms page. The 
user is unable to distinguish the details on the page as the color 
contract is unclear.  

v2.3 

8 INTSUP-146/ 
INTSUP-147 

Resolves an issue where OU values are not being prepopulated in 
the iOS and android application.  

v2.3 

9 INTSUP-148 Resolves issue with the prepopulated texts on hidden fields in 
forms which are not visible.  

v2.3 

10 INTSUP-158 Resolves an issue where a user is unable to find a risk matrix value 
when the risk matrix is re-edited after clicking submit/submit as 
draft button and synching it to the web. 

v2.3 

11 INTSUP-159 Resolves an issue where a form reference number should be five 
characters instead of four when it is created from the mobile 
application. 

v2.3 

12 INTSUP-161 Resolves an issue where the user is unable to login using the Non-
SSO login after performing the SSO login and signing out as the 
login page freezes. This has now been fixed. 

v2.3 
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13 INTSUP-177 Resolves an issue where number three appears in the text of all 
question radio buttons.  

v2.3 

14 INTSUP-184 Resolves an issue in Android application where the background 
color is black instead of white.  

v2.3 

15 INTEGRUM-183 
 

Resolves an issue where the lookup auto-population fields in both 
iOS and Android are not being displayed. 

v2.3 

16 INTEGRUM-198 
 

Resolves an issue where My AMS displays new forms instead of 
prefilled forms.  

v2.3 

 

 


